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August 2013 was marked with the adoption of the Commission 
Regulation No 782/2013, which modified several aspects of the 
previous set of fees.  
 
The discount in the application fee in favour of companies  
registered under the EU Eco-Management and Audit Scheme 
(EMAS) has increased from 20% to 30%.  Therefore, companies 
that are registered under EMAS are now rewarded in a  
differentiated way by the EU Ecolabel scheme and receive a 30% 
discount in the application fee. For companies certified under ISO 
14001, a 15% discount will be applied. In the event that both 
EMAS and ISO 14001 are implemented, the company benefits 
from the 30% discount, as both reductions are not cumulative.       
   
Although Competent Bodies continue to not be obliged to  
establish an annual fee, two possibilities are now being given to 
set them up: flat fee or a fee based on the annual value of sales 
within the Union of the product awarded the EU Ecolabel (which 
cannot be more than 0,15% of that value). The value for  
maximum annual fees according to different type of applicants is 
presented in the chart below and the figures presented for the 
categories of 'Micro-enterprises' and 'SMEs and firms from  
developing countries' include already the minimum of 25%  
discount.    
 

 

The EU Ecolabel Fee Change: August 2013 Commission Regulation 

How do you know if your company qualifies for these fee  
discounts?  
 

1.  Determine if you are an SME and specifically a micro-
enterprise. According to the Commission Recommendation 
2003/361/EC of 6 May 2003, micro and SMEs are made up 
of enterprises which employ fewer than 250 persons and 
which have an annual turnover not exceeding EUR 50 mil-
lion, and/or an annual balance sheet total not exceeding 
EUR 43 million. 

 
        Within the SME category, a microenterprise is defined as an 

enterprise which employs fewer than 10 persons and 
whose annual turnover and/or annual balance sheet total 
does not exceed EUR 2 million. 

 
2.   Identify if your company is registered under EMAS or is certi-

fied under the standard ISO 14001. 
  
3.  Identify if your country is listed on the complete list of devel-

oping countries.  Please note that Hong Kong, Taiwan and 
Macau are not eligible for fee discounts. 

 
4.  Contact a Competent Body to get precise information on the 

estimated costs to apply and hold an EU Ecolabel license. 
 
For quick access to this information, you can refer to the How to 
Apply for EU Ecolabel page, which outlines fees in  
Step 5: Submitting the Application.  

Type of Applicants 
One-off application 
fee  (€) Annual fee (€) 

Micro-entreprises 200 - 350 Maximum 18 750 

SMEs and firms from 
developing countries 200 - 600 Maximum 18 750 

All other companies 200 - 2 000 Maximum 25 000 
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The Global Ecolabelling Network (GEN) Conference hosted in Brussels 5 November 

Ever wonder which organisation is in charge of supporting and improving the credibility of ecolabelling schemes 
worldwide? The Global Ecolabelling Network is responsible for this feat, namely by representing ISO 14024 Type-1  
ecolabelling schemes and fostering harmonisation among members and other ecolabelling programs.   
 
Every year, a Global Ecolabelling Network Conference is held to bring GEN members and other international relevant 
actors together to collaborate on pressing issues regarding ecolabelling.  This year’s GEN Conference, hosted by the 
European Commission (a GEN member) in Brussels, will base its discussions on the topic: Challenges to Greening 

Markets through Ecolabels. This conference aims to explore the role and effectiveness of labels associated with sustainable production 
and consumption and to identify opportunities for future developments.  
 

GEN members from all over the world will take a crucial role in this conference. Key speakers will include:  

Each actor will shine light on the current state and future trends 
for ecolabels from the perspective of their ecolabelling  
organisation and in relation to the GEN mission.   
 
Later during the day, four stimulating parallel “World Café” style 
breakout sessions will be held with the participants. They will ad-
dress the following issues: 
 
1.  Which type of ecolabel is expected to expand most in the 
future? A discussion on type I versus type II and III ecolabels. 

This break out session will determine how type I labels (i.e. 
labels that contain criteria which address environmental  
impacts throughout a product life cycle and which are verified 
by a 3rd party; for example, the EU Ecolabel) can be improved 
and what are the advantages and disadvantages of this type of 
label versus the other two types.  
Type II labels are environmental claims about products made 
by their manufacturers, importers or distributors. They are not 
independently verified and do not use predetermined and  
accepted criteria.  
Type III labels aim to provide specific information on the  
environmental impact and on the characteristics of a product 
in the form of an information label. The customer is left to 
judge and rank the product’s “environmental friendliness”.  

 
2.  How are environmental impacts reflected in environmental 
labels and how relevant are they to different parties? A discus-
sion on significant versus non-significant criteria and on benefits 
and drawbacks of strictly environmental versus a more intricate 
“sustainability label”. 

A strategy for the selection of identified environmental impacts 
to be addressed through the ecolabel criteria (responding  
simultaneously to consumer expectations and scientific  
evaluation results) is debatable. This break out session will  
address various approaches. Furthermore, the relevance and 
feasibility of integrating social and health aspects to create a 
“sustainability label” will be debated. Advantages and  
disadvantages of this concept versus a strictly environmental 
label will also be discussed. 

Ecologo from North America 
The Brazilian National Standards Organization 
(ABNT) from South America 

European Union Ecolabelling Board (EUEB) from 
Europe 

3.  How can retailers help promote ecolabels? A discussion on 
what can motivate retailers to promote ecolabels. 

Retailers play an important role in influencing both the  
practices of producers (thanks to their market power) and the 
behaviour of consumers. According to a recent Eurobarometer 
survey, in 2012, more than 8 out of 10 EU citizens stated that 
they take a product’s environmental impact into account when 
making a purchasing decision. Therefore, a discussion on how 
to motivate retailers to solidly commit to promoting ecolabels 
will be the forefront discussion in this session.  

 
4.  Should ecolabels only be granted to locally-produced goods? 
What about the environmental impact of transport, and the trust 
in other countries' declaration of environmental standards? 

Studies have shown that consumers sometimes place a higher 
value on buying locally produced products rather than on  
purchasing ecolabelled products that are produced far away.  
One of the reasons behind this fact is that most ecolabelling 
schemes do not take the impacts of transportation into  
account, which are found to be very important by some  
consumers. In this session, a discussion will be based on: the  
challenges in incorporating impacts related to transportation 
into ecolabels, how to deal with consumer perception  
regarding foreign ecolabelled products, and how to assess  
appropriately the impacts related to locally-produced goods. 
 

This annual international conference is a crucial event based on 
increasing awareness of ecolabelled products, and, in the long 
term, will contribute to the world’s increased demand for  
environmentally friendly goods.  
 

Be on the lookout for a mention on GEN conclusions in Decem-

ber’s News Alert! 

 

GIZ African Ecolabelling Mechanism from Africa 
Environment and Development Foundation 
and Chinese Taipei from Asia 



 

 

 

 

Company Profile: Naturals Fashion, the first Brazilian company to obtain the EU Ecolabel, improves 

its market share in Europe 

certification institute ABNT and the Swedish Competant Body in 
order to facilitate his product’s certification process. This newly EU  
Ecolabelled awarded company exemplifies that the integrity of the 
EU Ecolabel does not have to be confined within European  
borders, and can furthermore improve a company’s market share.  
 
Mr. Peçanha’s company offers consumers a reliable source of  

sustainable 
products, a  
concept that  
Brazilians do not  
always readily 
have available. 
Apart from  
Brazil, Naturals 
Fashion’s  
products can be 
found  

throughout Europe in Germany, UK, and the Nordic countries.   
According to Mr. Peçanha, applying for the EU Ecolabel only 
seemed natural for him, as it only further outlined his company’s 
stance on their social and corporate responsibility. He furthermore 
encourages other potential applicant companies to apply for the 
EU Ecolabel.  
  

As of July 2013, Naturals Fashion is the first South American busi-
ness to be awarded the EU Ecolabel for textiles. This Brazilian-
based company smartly produces an array of handbags and acces-
sories under the EU Ecolabel regulation that in turn has minimised 
their company’s carbon footprint and conveniently expanded their 
business network.  
 
Priding  
themselves on the 
usage of eco-
friendly materials 
such as 100%  
recycled cotton, 
polyester, clothing 
scraps, plastic 
bottles, along with 
their use of  
regionally-specific 
Amazon latex and seeds, Naturals Fashion strives at turning  
fashion into a social and environmental ally. Furthermore, with 
two manufacturing sites in São Paulo and Santa Catarina, this  
company provides employment for many low income individuals 
in a non-toxic and waste-free work environment.  
 
Naturals Fashion’s founder, Mr. Peçanha, is indeed the pioneer of 
Brazilian microenterprises bearing the EU Ecolabel, carving the 
path for any South American businesses to follow his company’s 
lead.  Mr. Peçanha collaborated with both the Brazilian  

Agenda of Events 

4-5 November 2013: Multi-Stakeholder Workstudio “Collaboration for Sustainable Lifestyles Through Business and Social Innovations”, 
Berlin, Germany 
Create a multi-stakeholder dialogue on how business and social innovations can foster the up-take of sustainable lifestyles in Europe, as-

sociated success factors, and pathways in which stakeholders can assist with achieving this vision. 

 

27 November 2013: Valbiom 10èmes Rencontres de la Biomasse: Hiérarchisation des utilizations de la biomasse, Brussels, Belgium 
Conference on considering food, feed, fiber, and fuel within the large hierarchy of biomass usage. Researchers and experts will lead dis-
cussions on region-based strategies, waste legislation, industry research, and other topics pertaining to biomass usage.  
 

3-6 December 2013: Pollutec Horizons: Sustainable Cities: energy, mobility, biodiversities, and much more , Paris, France 
This conference will present the technologies solutions and know-how for sustainable city through a dedicated area. Topics will include: 
intelligent systems for managing gas, electricity and heating networks, energy supply from new sources and renewables, mobility, biodi-
versity, waste management, water management, soil management, urban lighting and much more.  

Click HERE to subscribe or unsubscribe to the EU Ecolabel News Alert.  

Contact and subscription 
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